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This is the second of a series of papers devoted to the study of a class of non 
linear Schradinger equations of the form i(du/dt) = (-A + tn)u + f(u) in RR 
where m is a real constant andf a complex valued non linear function. Here we 
study the scattering theory for the pair of equations that consists of the previous 
one and of the equation i(du/dt) = (-A + nr)u for n > 2. Under suitable 
assumptions off we prove the existence of the wave operators and asymptotic 
completeness for a class of repulsive interactions. The assumptions off that 
ensure asymptotic completeness cover the case of a single powerf(u) = X 1 u /s-iu 
where X > 0 and (n + 4)/n < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2). 
INTRODUCTION 
This is the second of a series of papers where we study a class of non linear 
equations related to the Schrbdinger equation. The equations we consider are 
of the following type: 
i$ = H,u +f(u) 
where Ho = -A + m, A is the Laplace operator in IFP, m is a real constant, and 
f is a non linear complex valued function. 
In the first paper of the series [l], to the introduction of which we refer the 
reader for general background, we have begun a general theory for the equation 
(0.1) in space dimension n > 2. We have studied the Cauchy problem at finite 
times: under suitable assumptions on the interactions and for initial data in the 
Sobolev space Z!P = ZP(!P), we have proved the existence and uniqueness of a 
global solution of the integral equation naturally associated with the equation 
(0.1) (sse the equation (2.1) of [l]). An important step in the proof was the 
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derivation of two conservation laws, namely the conservation of the L2-norm 
and of the energy. 
In this paper we continue our investigation by studying the asymptotic 
behaviour in time of the solutions of the equation (0.1) and in particular we 
develop a scattering theory for the pair of equations (0.1) and 
. du 
1 z = Hou (04 
in space dimension n > 2. The main results are the existence of the wave 
operators for suitable interactions (propositions 2.6, 6.1 and 6.2) and asymptotic 
completeness for a class of repulsive interactions (theorems 4.1 and 6.1). 
We now describe the main ideas that underlie the paper. We want to study 
the asymptotic behaviour in time of the solutions of the equation (0.1) in so far 
as it is the same as that of the solutions of the free equation (0.2). These solutions 
may be called purely dispersive. For this purpose, we shall obtain a class of 
purely dispersive solutions of the equation (O.l), by studying the Cauchy problem 
for the initial time to in a neighborhood of infinity, including t, = CO (see the 
equation (2.1)), in a space of functions having the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solutions of the free equation (0.2) (proposition 2.6). In the language of scattering 
theory this step is essentially the construction of the wave operators. In general 
this procedure yields only a restricted class of solutions [3]. In some cases how- 
ever, for repulsive interactions and suitable initial data, all solutions are disper- 
sive. To prove this result we shall use an approximate conservation law related 
to an approximate invariance of the equation (O.l), which is the nonrelativistic 
analog of conformal invariance (proposition 3.5). We shall refer to it as the 
pseudoconformal conservation law. This invariance will be discussed in more 
detail elsewhere. The proof of the pseudoconformal conservation law for finite 
times follows the same pattern as the proof of the conservation of the L2-norm 
and of the energy in [l]. It requires the use of both a local regularization and a 
space cut off. From the logical point of view it could have been included in [l]. 
It has been deferred until now because its main implications are to scattering 
theory, Under assumptions slightly stronger than those used to solve the Cauchy 
problem at infinity, the previous conservation law can be extended to infinite 
times (propositions 4.1 and 4.2). For repulsive interactions this conservation law 
implies that all the solutions of the Cauchy problem at finite time, for initial data 
in a suitable space Z (see (1.6)) are purely dispersive (proposition 4.3). In the 
framework of scattering theory this is essentially equivalent to asymptotic 
completeness (theorem 6.1). The space Z is naturally associated with the three 
conservation laws (La-norm, energy and pseudoconformal), in the sense that it 
is the largest space where all three make sense. 
The assumptions that ensure the existence of the wave operators and asympto- 
tic completeness cover the case of a single power f(u) = X j u (p-l I( with X > 0 
and (n + 4)/n < p < (n + 2)@ - 2). 
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We encounter the same technical complications in this paper as in [l]. The 
space where one solves the Cauchy problem at infinity is different from, in fact 
larger than, the space Z associated with the conservation laws. As a consequence 
the proof of the conservation laws at infinite time requires a limiting argument 
based on weak compactness in Z, similar to that used in [1] to prove the conserva- 
tion of the L2-norm and of the energy (propositions 3.4 and 3.5). 
This paper relies heavily on [I] and is not supposed to be readable by itself. 
In particular we shall use freely the notations of [I] and we will make frequent 
reference to the results of [I]. Proof of results similar to results of [1] will be 
shortened. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains some notation, defini- 
tions and preliminary estimates which complement section 1 of [l]. Section 2 is 
devoted to the study of the Cauchy problem with initial time in a neighborhood of 
infinity and to the extension of the conservation laws of the L2-norm and of the 
energy to infinite times. Section 3 contains a derivation of the pseudoconformal 
conservation law at finite times, and it is the only section where we use a local 
regularization and a space cut off. The reader mainly interested in scattering 
theory can skip this section almost entirely and read only the statements of 
propositions 3.5 and 3.6. Section 4 is devoted to the extension of the pseudo- 
conformal conservation law to infinite times and to its application to the case of 
repulsive interactions. Section 5 contains a discussion of the continuity properties 
of the solutioxis as functions of the initial time and of the initial data. In section 6 
we collect the results from sections 4 and 5 concerning the wave operators. 
Sections 2 and 4 contain statements about an auxiliary function Q(U), which are 
useful mainly to formulate the continuity properties in section 5, and may be 
skipped in a first reading. 
In all the paper we consider only the asymptotic behaviour at positive infinite 
time. The asymptotic behaviour at negative infinite times can be studied simi- 
larly and the results can be obtained by obvious modifications from those at 
positive times. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce some notation, definitions and preliminary esti- 
mates which complement section 1 of [l]. 
We first supplement the list of possible assumptions onf by the following one: 
(H5) f is continuous and satisfies (H3) and, for all z E C, V(z) > 0 and 
W(z) < 0 where V(x) is defined by (1 .I 1) of [I] and 
WP) = (n + 2) UP> - ; Pi’ for all p 3 0 
U-1) 
v4 = w .a I) for all z E C. 
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Remark 1.1. (H5) implies (H4) with C, = 0. 
Remark 1.2. If V(p) = hpp+i, then (H5) is equivalent to h > 0 and 
p > 1 + 4/n. More generally (H5) is equivalent to the condition that V(f) = 
p2+4/n P(p), where p(p) is non negative, increasing and suitably regular. Intuitively 
(H5) means that the interaction is repulsive. 
For future reference we state a useful estimate on IV. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3) and Zet rj =pj + 1, j = 1,2. Then the 
map v + W(v) is continuous from X to L1 and satisfies the estimates 
II W(vl> - w(v2)lll G c 2 II vl - % llrj II vi IIF; U-2) 
iA=1 
and 
II W(s) - W%)ll, d c : II 01 - % IIXII vi II? 
is=1 
(1.3) 
for all vl and v2 in X. 
Proof. Identical with that of lemma 1.6 of [l]. 
We shall use the notation I, J to denote intervals of the real line R. By R we 
shall denote the compactification of [w by +03 and --co, namely R = I$ u 
(+ oo} U {- co} with the obvious topology. We shall denote by 1 the closure of 
I in R: typically if I = [T, co) with T E R, then f = [T, co]. In addition to the 
spaces defined in [1] we shall need the spaces 
?&,,(I) = (v: v E X*(l) and 
I v lo1 = Max (“,z~ (1 + I t 111’ II W, , 
yr (1 + I t IF” II W,) < =)I (1.4) 
and Y,,(I) = Y(I) n So(l) w h ere I is an interval of R, I and r, are chosen once 
for all as in (H2) of [l] and E and es are defined by (1 .lO)’ of [l]. The space 
Z,,(l) is a Banach space with 1 w lo, as the norm of w and Y,,(I) is a closed subspace 
of S,,(l) (the proof is identical with that of lemma 1.4 of [l]). If I is bounded then 
.%7,,(l) = A%?&), the norms being equivalent. Finally we shall use the notation 
&(I, p) for the ball of radius p in X,,(1) and the notation 
for the norm in the Banach space %?,(I, Ye(J)) where I and J are two intervals 
of R. 
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We shall also need the Hilbert space .E that consists of those v E H1 such that 
xv EL% with the norm defined by 
II v IG = II fJ II2 + II vv II2 + II xv l12. 
The free evolution U(t) maps Z into 2. More precisely 
(I.61 
LEMMA 1.2. Let t E R. Then U(t) maps 27 into 2 and for all v E Z 
xU(-t) = U(-t)(x + 2itV) v. (1.7) 
In particular 
The space Z has some relation with the space Y,(R), as expressed by the 
following lemma and corollary: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let v E 2, let 2 < q < 24(n - 2) atad let q(O < r) < 1) be 
defined by 
l/q 5 l/2 - (1 - ?j)/n. (1.9) 
Then, for all t E W, U(t) v E Lq and U(t) v satisjies the estimates 
and 
II U(t) v /IQ d $ II v lln Min(ll Vv IP, I t P-l II m P) (1 .lO) 
II v(t) v Ila < c?,u + I t IF II v IIZ (1.11) 
where the constants Cz, depend only on n and q. 
Proof. It follows from the Sobolev inequality (1.23) of [I] that 
II U(t) 37 II* < 42 II w> v IIn II VU(t) v Il1-n 
= a, 11 v II* I/ vv I/l--n. 
(1.12) 
On the other hand, Holder’s inequality implies that v EL# and that, for all 
p > a 
II v IId < 11(x2 + P2Y2 v II IW + P2Y’2 Ih-n) 
= p-“(II xw II2 + P2 II v /1y2 II@” + 1p2 Iln,(1-?d 
where the last equality follows by homogeneity. 
Taking p = 1) xu \I/11 v 1) one obtains 
(1.13) 
II v IIQ G c II v II? II +m IP. (1.14) 
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The estimate (1.10) now follows immediately from ( 1.12), ( 1.14) and lemma ( 1.2) 
of [l]. The inequality (1 .l 1) is a trivial consequence of (1 .lO), with a suitable 
redefinition of a”, . 
COROLLARY 1.1. The map v ---f U(.) v is a continuous injection of Z into 
Y,,(R). Moreover 
I UC.1 v lolp G 5 II v 11.x * (1.15) 
Proof. The result follows immediately from the previous lemma and 
lemma 1.2 of [l], with rZ = Max(GVO , 2,). 
In addition to the letter C used to denote a generic constant depending only 
on f and n, as explained in section 1 of [l], we shall use the notation 
Mi(i = 0, 1,2,...) to denote a continuous increasing, polynomially bounded 
function from R+ to R+ with M,(O) = 0, depending only on f and n. (This 
notation has already been used in [l], see (3.37)). Such a function will be called 
an estimating function without further explanation. 
We conclude this section with some estimates that will be basic for section 2. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 0 < r) < 1 and y < 0. Define the function #from R+ x [ 1, co) 
to 88’ by 
#(p, u) = pl-” jlu / p - s In--l sy-l ds 
and the function q from [I, co) to R+ by 
PC4 = l%&4’PY 4. 
Then 
(1) ~isakioequalto 
d4 = 2; HP9 4 
T,(U) = E$I [Max( 1, p)]l-” l0 / TV - s Is--l sY-l ds. 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
(2) CJJ is increasing, T-Hiilder continuous and bounded, ~(1) = 0 and v 
satisfies the estimates: 
foralla> 1. 
q(u) < q-1(2u)l-~(u - l)? (1.22) 
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Proof. We first prove (1). Let p > 0. Then 
$(p, u) = $1 1 - S//L In--I sy-l ds. (1.23) 
For fixed s E [l, u] the integrand is a decreasing function of TV for TV > a and an 
increasing function of p for 0 < f~ < 1. Therefore, for fixed CT, z&, CT) takes its 
maximum for p in the interval [l , u]. This proves (1.19). 
On the other hand 
[Max( 1, #-‘J l0 ) /.L - s In-l sy-l ds 
!&FL, 4 if ~21 
= 
I l” 1 p - s In--l s--l ds if p<l. 
If TV < 1, the integrand in the last integral is an increasing function of p. When 
combined with (1.19), this proves (1.20). W e now prove (2). Obviously q is non 
negative and increasing and ~(1) = 0. Holder continuity at u = 1 follows from 
(1.22) and Holder continuity at arbitrary u > 1 from (1.21) and (1.22). In order 
to prove (1.21), we note that by (1.19), y satisfies the inequalities 
p(uz) - y&) < “,;r j-O2 1 I - s/p In--l sy-l ds 
01 
s 
4% 
= sup u,y 1 1 - s/p In--l sy--l ds 
U>D 1 
by homogeneity, 
(1.24) 
. . . = e%+&l) 
by (I .19). This proves (1.21). In order to prove (1.22), we note that 
v(u) G sup s 
u / 1 - s/p In--l ds 
lGL<o 1 
= l%~T-lPr(l - l/l+ + (4/J - I)nl 
< r]-1(2u)l-n (u - l>“. 
This proves (1.22). 
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It remains to be proved that v is bounded. Now for all u > 1, 
q(u) d Sup lrn / 1 - s/p In-l sy-r ds 
< sup cLy s 
m 1 1 - s /n--l sy-l ds 
U>l l/U 
zz %T PYI(I-L) 
by homogeneity. Now 
Boundedness of ‘p follows immediately from this estimate. 
The previous estimates will be used in the following form. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 0 < q d 1 and y < 0. Let y be dejined as in lemma 1 A. Then 
for all t E R the following estimates hold: If 0 < t, < t, : 
s 
t; / t - s 1-l (1 + / s i)y-l ds 
< (1 + 0’ (1 + Ma+, , I t IF ~((1 + t&(1 + Q). (1.25) 
If t, < t, < 0, a similar estimate holds with t, replaced by -t, and t, by -t, . 
If tl < 0 < t, : 
s 
ta I t _ s /n--l (1 + / s l)v--l ds 
h 
< (1 + I t I>“-’ [cp(l + I t, I) + 941 + &)I. (1.26) 
Proof. Let 0 < t, < t, and let J(t) be the 1.h.s. of (1.25) and (1.26). For 
s > t, >, 0 and t > 0, one has / s - t I < s + t and therefore J(-t) < J(t) 
Since the r.h.s. of (1.25) is an even function of t, it is sufficient to prove this 
estimate for t > 0. Let therefore t > 0. By the change of variables (1 + s) -+ 
(1 + tJ s one obtains, with u = (1 + t,)/(l + tl) and p = (1 + t)/(l + tl), 
J(t) = (1 + tl)$-l+v Lo I p - s In-l s-l ds 
< (1 + 0’ (1 + Max(t, , W-l da) 
by (1.20). This proves (1.25) for t > 0 and therefore for all t by the previous 
remark. 
For t, < t, < 0, one obtains an analogous estimate by replacing t, by -t, , 
t, by -tl , t by -t and s by -s. 
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Finally, for tr < 0 < t, , the estimate (1.26) is obtained by combining the 
previous estimates corresponding to the two intervals [0, t,] and [tr , 01. 
2. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM AT INFINITY 
In this section we analyze the integral equation 
u(t) = U(t) ii, - i 
f 
t U(t - T)~(u(T)) dT 
to 
for t,, in a neighborhood of infinity in R. Under suitable assymptions onf, we 
prove the existence of a unique solution in Z&T, co)) for T sufficiently large by 
a contraction method. For such solutions, we also prove the existence of the 
limit of U(-t) u(t) as t tends to infinity and we extend the conservation laws of 
the L2-norm and of the energy up to infinite time. Similar results hold in a 
neighborhood of --co. 
In the same manner as in [1], one can consider modified equations with a local 
regularization h and a space cut off g. All the results of this section essentially 
hold also for these modified equations. For simplicity, and also because only 
this case will be considered in section 4, we restrict our attention to the original 
equation (2.1). 
Let t, , t, E R and let v(t) be a family of complex valued functions defined on 
UP, depending on a parameter t E W. We define formally the operator G(t, , t.J 
by the formula 
[G(t, , tz) w](t) = -ii,:’ u(t - T)~(v(T)) dr. (2.2) 
The first lemma gives a meaning to the expression (2.2) and contains some of its 
properties. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f satisfy (HI, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n. T&n for any 
inttmal I C R, the map (tl , t, , 0) + G(t, , t2) o is continuousfrom I x I x SO(l) 
to Y,,(R). Moreover, for uny t 1 , t, ~r(t, < t,), for my intemzl L such that 
[tl , t2] CL C I, for any t E [w and for my q , wz E S,,(I), G(tl , tJ satisfies the 
.following estimates: 
If0 < t, G t, : 
< C(1 + Max@, , I t IF’ i (1 + Vw((l + t,)l(l + tl>) 
I j=l 
IlKTt, 3 4 d(t) - [W, 7 tz) W)llr 
e C(l $ - I t l)‘-l i (vj(l + I tl I) + vj(l + tz)) 
1 j-1 
xi I 7% 1:i-l I VI - 732 IOL (25) 
i=l i 
G(t, , tz) satisfies analogous estimates with Y and E replaced by r,, and et, , including 
in the definition of vj . 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of lemma 2.1 of [l]. It is sufficient to prove 
that the Lr-norm and the LrO-norm of 
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where vj as the function defined in lemma 1 A with 71 = c and with 
r=rj-2---+(l-pj)n/2<0. (2.4) 
If tI < t, < 0, one obtains a similar estimate with tI replaced by -t, and t, by 
-1, . 
If t, < 0 < t, : 
w - Wh(T)) - f@2(4)> 
are integrable functions of the variable 7 in [tl , t,] for any err , v2 E So(I) and any 
t E R, and to obtain estimates on their integrals that imply the estimates of the 
lemma. 
From (1.4) and (1.26) of [I], one derives the following inequality 
II wt - afw)) - f(~2(~NlllT 
< C 1 t - 7 jr--l i 11 vi(T)ll,“j,t’ II vl(T) - v2(T)II*ji. (2.6) 
i.j=l 
On the other hand, from (1.4) and the inequalities I” < pjr < I it follows by 
interpolation that 
11 Vi(T)& < 1 ‘OS IOL (1 + / 7 I)n’(p+‘? 
Therefore the 1.h.s. of (2.6) is smaller than 
(2.7) 
c 1 t - 7 I+] 
f 
i (1 + / 7 !)yi-l I vi I;;-’ I W1 - V2 IoL 
1 
(23) 
i,j=l 
where yj is defined by (2.4). The estimates (2.3) and (2.5) are now obtained from 
(2.8) and lemma 1.5 by integration. 
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The estimates contained in lemma 2.1 can be given a form more suitable for 
future purposes. 
COROLLARY 2.1. With the same assumptions and notation as in lemma 2.1, 
G(t, , ta) satisJes the following estimates: 
If 0 < t, < t, < cx): 
(1 + I t IP llIG(t1 > tz) slW - W, , 4 d~)lll. 
< Cl i (1 + tp / vi I;;-’ ) vr - vy I aL. (2.9) 
i.j=l 
If tl and t, are finite: 
(2.10) 
G(t, , tJ satisfies rmalogous estimates with r and E replaced by r,, and q, , with 
the same constants C, and C, . 
In order to study the equation (2.1), one needs the operator F(t,,) defined by 
VW d(t) = [Wo 9 t) W (2.11) 
which can be rewritten as 
[F(t,,) v](t) = -i [l U(t - 7) f (v(T)) dr. (2.12) 
The existence and properties of F(t,,) follow immediately from lemma 2.1 and 
corollary 2.1. 
Let now I be an interval of R, let t,, E 1 and let iis E yf be such that the function 
t -+ U(t) z&, belongs to Y,,(I). For all v E S,,(l) we define 
k&l 9 120) VI(t) = w z2, + mJ VW). (2.13) 
It is clear that a(&, , z&J is a continuous map from E,,(l) into itself. With this 
notation, the equation (2.1) can be rewritten as 
A(t, ) z&J v = v. (2.14) 
If to is finite, the operator A is related to the operator A defined by (2.12) of 
[I] as follows: 
&, II,) = .qto , W,) zi,). (2.15) 
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We first study the limit as t -+ co of U(--t) u(t) and the change of initial time 
in the integral equation (2.14), including the case where t, = co. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f satisfy (HI, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n, let I and J 
be two intervals of R (possibly unbounded), I C J. Let t, E 1, let $, E 9’ be such that 
the function t + U(t) ti, belongs to Y,,(J) and let u E %,,(I) be a solution of the 
equation (2.14). Then: 
(1) The function 
O(u): s + U(. - s) u(s) = [@(u)](s) (2.16) 
belongs to g,(I, Y,,(J)) un d can be extended by continuity to a function of 2?@, Y,(J)) 
still denoted by @b(u). For all s, s’ ~1, Q(u) satisJies the equality 
P(W) - PWN’) = G(s’, 4 u. (2.17) 
(2) For all s E I, u satisjies the equation 
A(s, U(-s) u(s)) 11 = u. (2.18) 
Let now I = [T, co) for some T E R. Then 
(3) There exists u, E 9” such that U(.) u+(= [@(u)](co)) E Y,,(J), und u 
satisjies the equation: 
A(c0, u,) u = u. (2.19) 
(4) [@(u)](s) - U(.) u+ belongs to Y,(R) for all s E f and tends to zero in 
Y,(R) when s -+ co. Moreover, for all s > 0, s E I, u satisfies the estimate: 
II UP - 4 4s) - U(t) u+ I/T 
< C(1 + Maxts, I t We1 il (1 + s)yj I u I,$ (2.20) 
and the analogous estimate with r and E replaced by r. and E,, (including in the 
definition of ‘yi (see (2.4)). 
Proof. Applying the operator U(t - s) to the equation [&t, , ziO) u](s) = U(S) 
and using the iokntity 
one obtains 
W - s)lGtt, 3 ts) 4(s) = EGO, 7 te) 4(t) (2.21) 
[@WI(s) = Ut.) % + ‘% , s) u (2.22) 
from which (2.17) follows immediately. The continuity properties of the 1.h.s. 
of (2.22) are then a consequence of the assumptions made on tz, and of lemma 2.1. 
This proves part (1). 
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Putting s’ = t in (2.17) and taking the values of both members at the time t, 
one obtains the equation (2.18) at time t. This proves part (2). 
Let now I be unbounded on the right. If t,, = 03, part (3) is contained in the 
assumptions with u+ = 21, . If t, < co, one defines II+ by 
u+ = 4, + [G(to , 00) u](O) (2.23) 
so that [@(u)](co) = U(.) u+ . Then, taking s’ = co in (2.17) one obtains 
PVW) = u(.> u+ + G(Q 4 u (2.24) 
which immediately implies (2.19). This proves part (3). 
Part (4) is a consequence of (2.24) and of the estimate (2.3) of lemma 2.1 with 
t1 = s, t, = co, WI = 24, w2 = 0. 
Remark 2.1. Results similar to those of proposition 2.1 hold if the assump- 
tionp,>l+(4-2))/ E n is replaced by the assumption p, > 1 + 2/n provided 
one replaces YO(J) by Y,,(J). Thi s is essentially the minimal assumption that 
yields the existence of u+ [2], 
We can now study the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equa- 
tion (2.14) for t,, large. For later purposes we shall also include a continuity 
property of the solution with respect to the initial time to . The continuity of the 
solutions of the equation (2.14) with respect to the initial time and to the initial 
data will be studied in more detail in section 5. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 2~)/n. For any 
p > 0 there exists Tl(p) > 0, dependinp only on p and f, suck that fm any to E 1 
where I = [T,(p), CD), and for any z& E Y’ such that U(.) zio E B,,(I, p), the 
equation (2.14) has a unique solution u in B,(I, 2~). For jxed J , the map to -+ IL 
is continuous from 1 to B,(I, 2~). (We recall that B,(I, p) is the ball of radius p in 
fJ-lm)- 
Proof. Let p be a fixed positive number, let to E 88, T E IF& 0 < T < to , and 
I = [T, co). Then for all or , w2 E B,(I, 2p) corollary 2.1 and (2.11) yield the 
estimate 
< 2C,(l + T)=~+(l-d*/2 
t1 (2PFl Wl - w2 IOI (2.25) 
where we have used the fact that E < +, and p, <pa . 
In particular if we define T,(p) by 
4C,( 1 + Tl(p))2-+(1--pl)n’2 &2PV = 1 (2.26) 
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and if we take T = TJp), the estimate (2.25) becomes 
IWO) 01 - mJ v2 lo1 f s I fJ1 - 02 IO, * (2.27) 
Let now ti,, E 9’ be such that U(.) &, E &,(I, p). The definition (2.13) and the 
estimate (2.27) imply 
I &o 9 60) v I or Q 2P (2.28) 
I 40 9 60) Vl - &o 9 Co) v2 IO1 G 4 I Vl - v2 IO1 (2.29) 
for all v, v, , v2 E B,(I, 2p), from which it follows that A(t, , li,) is a contraction 
of the ball Bo(l, 2p) into itself. The existence and uniqueness are now a conse- 
quence of the contraction mapping theorem. The continuity with respect to to 
follows from the fact that the map v + A(to , Co) v from B,(I, 2p) into itself is 
strongly continuous with respect to to and uniformly contracting with respect to 
to E I. 
It is convenient at this stage to introduce the following notation. Let p > 0 
and let T,(p) be defined by (2.26). We define 
I(P) = P',(P), ~0) (2.30) 
and 
K(p) = ((to , 22,): to E I(p), fro E 9” and U(e) ii, E B,(l(p), p)> (2.31) 
K = u K(P). (2.32) 
o>o 
From now on, K will be referred to as the contraction region (at + co) without 
further explanation. 
Proposition 2.2 allows us to prove a general uniqueness result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 2c)/n. Let 
T E 138, let I = [T, CD), let to E f and z-i0 E Y’ be such that U(.) zio E Y,(I). Then 
the equation (2.14) has at most one solution in So(l). 
Proof. If to is finite, uniqueness follows immediately from proposition 2.2 of 
[l] and from (2.15). Let now to = co, let y and u2 be two solutions of the 
equation (2.14) in X0(l) and let 
P = MaxII Y.1 co loI, 4 I ul(.)Io~, ii I u2(-)l~& (2.33) 
It follows from proposition 2.2 that ul(t) = u2(t) for all t E 1 n I(p). The unique- 
ness in X0(l) now follows from proposition 2.1 and proposition 2.2 of [l]. 
Remark 2.2. For to finite the content of proposition 2.3 is weaker than that 
of proposition 2.2 of [l] since it asserts only uniqueness in So(l), which is 
smaller than X(I). The new information concerns only the case to = CO. 
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As a by-product of proposition 2.2 and 2.3 one has the following sharper 
result concerning uniqueness. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f sutisfv (Hl, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 2~)/n, let p > 0 
und (t, , 4) E K(p). Then the equation (2.14) has a unique solution in 9?,,(1(~)). This 
solution belongs to &(1(p), 2~). 
We now turn to the conservation of the L2-norm and of the energy for the 
equation (2.14), in particular for t = CO. We recall that the energy function E 
is defined by (3.19) in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let f satisfy (HI, 2,3) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n. Let 
T E R, let I = [T, co), let t,, E 1, let zi,, E H1 and let u E So(I) be solution of the 
equation (2.14). Then 
(1) u E Wb(l, HI). 
(2) Let u+ be defined us in proposition 2.1(3). Then u+ E H1. 
(3) For all t E I one has 
II 49ll = II u+ II (2.34) 
EW)) = II Vu+ 11’ (2.35) 
(4) U(-s) u(s) tends to u+ strongly in Hl when s -+ co. Inpurticulur 
$5 II WlHl = II u+ IIH’ .
Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. 
First step. One first shows that if t, is finite, then u+ E Hr and u, satisfies the 
inequalities 
II u+ II G II 49ll (2.37) 
II Vu+ II2 < EWN. (2.38) 
We already know by proposition 3.4 of [I] that u E ‘ip,(I, HI) and that for all s, 
and tEI 
II Ml = II 4t)ll (2.39) 
II VW2 + j- W(s)) dx = E@(s)) = Wt)). 
Since u E To(l), Em,, j[ u(s)]]r = 0 and therefore, by lemma 1.6 of [I], 
mw 
$2 J V(u(s)) dx = 0. (2.41) 
580/32/I-4 
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As a consequence the following limit exists 
F+c II Y-4 u(MI1 = b+i II qs)Il% = II 4t)l12 + E(W). (2.42) 
(We already know that the last member of (2.42) is independent of t). On the 
other hand we recall that U(--s) u(s) -+ u+ in X when s --+ co by proposition 2.1 
(3). It then follows from lemma A.2.1 of [l] applied to Z = Hi, 99 = X, 
et9 = U(---sj) u(sj) for some sequence sj -+ co and to the quadratic forms n(v) = 
11 ZJ /I2 and q(v) = /I Vv II2 that u+ E H1 and that U+ satisfies the inequalities (2.37) 
and (2.38). 
Second step. One shows that if t,, = co, then for all t E If& u(t) E HI- and u 
satisfies the inequalities 
II 4t)ll G II u+ II (2.43) 
Jw(~)) G II vu+ 112* (2.44) 
(We recall that if to = 00, u+ = z&J. It is clear from proposition 2.1 (2) and from 
proposition 3.4 of [l] that it will be enough to prove the result for t sufficiently 
large. We first remark that U(.) u+ being the difference of two elements of 
55,,(l), belongs to Y,(I). Let p = I U(.) u+ I,,{. For any s EI(~), we will denote by 
u, the solution of the equation J(s, u+) v = v in So(l(p)), which we know to 
exist by proposition 2.4. We recall that u,(s) = U(s) U+ . Application of propo- 
sition 3.4 of [l] yields the following equalities 
II u&)ll = II Wll = II u+ II (2.45) 
E(%@)) = J%&)) = II Vu+ /I2 + 1 VW4 dx (2.46) 
for all t eI(p). Since, as already remarked, U(e) u+ E Y,(I), then 
V+E IIU(du+ llx = 0 
and therefore, by lemma 1.6 of [l] 
v+c J V(U(s)u+) dx = 0. (2.47) 
On the other hand us(t) -+ u(t) in X as s + co by proposition 2.2 and therefore, 
by taking the limit s + oo in (2.46), one obtains 
v+? II WW2 = II Vu+ II2 - j- W(t)) dx. (2.48) 
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The last equality and (2.45) imply 
F+% II %(MP = II u+ IL% - J Wt)) dx. (2.49) 
We fix t ~1(p). It then follows from lemma A.2.1 of [l], applied to Z = H1, 
9? = X, zlj = us,(t) for some sequence sj + CO and to the quadratic forms 
q(w) = I/ z, Ii2 and Q(V) = jl Vv II2 that u(t) E H1 and that it satisfies the inequalities 
(2.43) and (2.44). 
We can now complete the proof of the proposition. It follows from the previous 
two steps that for any t, E 1 one has at the same time u(t) E H1 for all t E I and 
U+ E Hi. Together with proposition 3.4 of [l], this proves parts (1) and (2). 
Furthermore both pairs of inequalities (2.37, 38) and (2.43, 44) hold. This 
implies the equalities (2.34) and (2.35), therely proving part (3). Finally, (2.36) 
follows from (2.34, 35) and (2.42), and part (4) then follows from corollary A.2.1 
of [l]. 
We now summarize the main results obtained thus far. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3,4) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n, let 
p > 0, let z&, E IP and let (to , 22,) E K(p). Then 
(1) The equation (2.14) bus a unique solution u E%~(R+), which can be 
uniquely continued to a solution in S?-,(R). This solution satisjies the estimate 
u 1,~ d MaxPp, 41 + Tl(~Y J4(lI co 11~1)) (2.50) 
where M, is the estimating function of corollary 3.1 of [I] and T,(p) is dejned in 
proposition 2.2. 
(2) u E %?&T‘t, Ill). 
(3) There exists u+ E H1 such that U(-s) u(s) converges to u+ as s --f co (a) in 
the sense of part (4) of proposition 2.1, (b) strongly in W. If t, = co, then u+ = d, . 
(4) For all t E R, u(t) satisfies the equalities 
II 49 = II u+ II (2.34) 
-m(t)) = II vu+ 112* (2.35) 
(5) Fm any interwal J = [T, co) with T E R, the function Q(u) defined in 
proposition 2.1(l) belongs to Wa(@, Y,,(J)) and satisfies for all s >, 0 the estimate 
where P is a continuous polynomially bounded function from Rf x Rf to Rf, 
satisf$ng P(0, a) = P(u, 0) = 0 for all a E E%+, increasing with respect to each 
variable, independent of s and J. If in addition U(.) fi, E Y,,(R), then 0((u) E 
Sfb(&, Y,(R)) and (2.51) holds with J = R. 
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Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (2.14) 
in X0(1(p)) is a restatement of proposition (2.4). This solution may be extended 
to all t E [w and belongs to %&R) by theorem 3.1 of [l]. Parts (2), (3) and (4) of 
the proposition follow immediately from part (4) of proposition 2.1, from 
proposition 2.5, and from lemma 3.2 of [I]. 
We now prove the estimate (2.50). F rom (2.34, 35, 36) and from corollary 
3.1 of [l], it follows that for all s E R 
II u(s)llH”G J4(II 22, lld 
Via the Sobolev inequality (1.24) of [I], this implies 
(2.52) 
I u /Ob,T1(0)l < 41 + TI(PP J4l(ll% IM 
On the other hand, from proposition 2.2 it follows that 
(2.53) 
I 24 Iorb) < 2P- 694) 
The estimates (2.53) and (2.54) together imply (2.50). 
We finally turn to part (5) of the proposition. The only new information is the 
estimate (2.51) which follows immediately from (2.22), (2.9) and (2.50). 
Remark 2.3. If u,, E H1 and if U( .) S, E Y&T, co)) for some T, then U(.) z& E 
Y&T, a)) for any T E R, so that the condition that (t, , z&J E K(p) for sufficiently 
large t, restricts only the behaviour of U(.) ZI, at infinity. If this restriction is 
satisfied, then (to , 2) E K(p) with p > / U(e) C,, low+ and to E I@). 
Remark 2.4. If ZI, E Z (see equation (1.6)), it follows from (1.15) that, for 
to 2 T,@ II % IId, (to, 4 E K(a” II G, lld 
If in proposition 2.6 one assumes in addition that 22, E Z, then the estimates 
(2.50) and (2.51) become estimates in terms of II fi,, II= (see proposition 4.2, 
esp. (4.12) and (4.14), and remark 4.1). 
Remark 2.5. Some of the properties stated in proposition 2.6, especially the 
estimate (2.50) and part (5), are concerned with the behaviour of U(S) and of 
[@(u)](s) for positive time and in particular with their decrease as s -+ co. The 
assumptions of proposition 2.6 are not sufficiently strong to imply a similar 
decrease as s-+--co. The information available for negative s is of the type 
provided by theorem 3.1 (3) of [l], which states that, under assumptions 
(Hl, 2, 3,4), @5(u) E PDF% Y,(R)). 
3. AN APPROXIMATE CONSERVATION LAW 
In this section we derive the approximate conservation law (pseudoconformal 
conservation law) associated with the approximate invariance property of the 
equation (2.1) mentioned in the introduction. We restrict our attention to finite 
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times. The derivation of this conservation law follows the same pattern as that 
of the conservation of the P-norm and of the energy in section 3 of [I]. We 
consider first the modified equation (2.17) of [I] with a regularization h and a 
space cut off g. The solutions of this equation turn out to be sufficiently regular 
and have sufficient decrease at infinity in space so that the formal manipulations 
needed to derive the conservation law have a well-defined meaning and provide 
an actual proof. One then eliminates h and g by a limiting procedure. In this 
derivation the cut off g plays an important role, while it was not needed in the 
derivation of the conservation laws in section 3 of [I]. 
We first study the convergence of the local solutions of the equation (2.17) 
of [l] to the solutions of the equation (2.14) of [I] when h + 6 in the sense of 
definition 3.1 of [l] and when g + 1 in the sense that g ranges over a sequence 
(gj} that tends to 1 almost everywhere as j -+ co. For the purpose of this section 
we need only to take the limit in a given order, h + 6 first and then g + 1. The 
convergence as h -+ S at fixed g has been studied in proposition 3.1 of [l], the 
convergence as g -+ 1 is described in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2). Let p > 0, let T,,(p) be deJLined by 
(2.23) of [l], let t,, E R, I = [t, - T,(p), t, + T,(p)] and let u,, E X be such that 
U(. - t,) u0 E B(I, p). Let 24 be the sobtion of the equation (2.14) of [l] in %(I) 
and, for any g satisfying (gl), let u, be the soktion of the equation (2.16) of [I] in 
S(I) a-s described in proposition 2.3 of [I]. Then u, tends to u in %(I) when g --t 1. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical with that of proposition 3.1 of [I] and 
will be omitted. 
We now derive some properties of the solutions of the equation (2.17) of [l] 
that supplement proposition 3.2 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2), let h E 9’ satisfy (hl), let g satisfy (gl) 
and haze compact support. Let I be an interval of 58, let t, E I, let u,, E 2 and let 
u E Z(I) be a solution of the equation (2.17) of [I]. Then, for any non negative 
integer 1, xu E %?(I, Hz) and for any multiindex CL, for any t E I, u sutisjes the 
following equation in La: 
d 
i z [xU(-t) D%(t)] 
= U(-t)([(x + 2itV) Dab] * gf(h * u(t))} 
+ UC--t)Ph * l&V * WI>. (3.1) 
Proof. It follows from lemma 1.2 that for any multiindex 01 and any t E R 
xDW(t - t,,)(h * u,,) 
= U(t - t,){[(x - 2i(t - t,)V) Dub] * u,, + DGh * XW,,}. (3.2) 
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In particular the 1.h.s. of (3.2) belongs to L2 and satisfies the estimate 
Ii xDnW - to)@ * 4ll 
< II@ - 2i(t - to) V D”h l/l II *o II + II ph l/l II xuo Il. (3.3) . 
On the other hand, it follows from theorem A.1.3 of [l] and lemma 1.2 that 
for all t E I and all ‘u E X(I) 
= -f, ’ t: d7 U(t - T){[(x - 2i(t - T)V) Ph] *gf(h * V(T)) 
I 
+ Dab * [qzf(h *Al). 
In particular, the 1.h.s. of (3.4) belongs to L2 and satisfies the estimate 
!I[~~%w(tobl(t)ll 
< s t: dT(ll(x - 2i(t - T)V) Dab lip + 11 Dab I/g 11 xi? IId 
x II f(h * 44)lii 
where l/n = 1 - (1 - 6)/n. 
1 
I 
(3.4) l 
. 
li 
? 
(3.5) ’ 
1 
It follows now from (3.3) and (3.9, from propositions A.l.l and 3.2 of [I] 
that xD%( = xDaAhSu) belongs to w(1, L2) f or any multiindex cy, and therefore 
that xu E ‘@(I, Hr). 
Similarly, u satisfies the following equation in L2: 
xU(-t) Dau(t) 
= xU(-to)(Dah * uo) - i j-1 d7 U(-T){[(x + 2kV) DUh] *gf(h * u(T)) 
t Deb * kf(h * 4d)lI. (3.6) 
By proposition A.l.l of [l], this implies (3.1). 
We now derive the approximate conservation law in differential form for the 
regularized equation (2.17) of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3), let h E Y satisfy (hl), let 
g E W(W, R) satisfy 0 < g < 1 and haere compact support. Let f be an interval 
of [W,Zett,EIandu,EZ1andEetuE~(I)b e a so&ion of the equation (2.17) of [ 11. 
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Then for all t ~1, u satisfies the identity: 
$ (II xu(-t) WI2 + 4t2 j gV(h * u(t)> dj 
= 4t j gW(h * u(t)) dx + 4t / (x . Vg) V(h * U(t)) dx 
+ 8t Re j (xh * VS(t))[gf(h * u(t))] dx 
+2Im/(h * x2,-(Ngf(h * 4t)ll dx (3.7) 
where W is defined by (1.1). 
Proof. Let f, h, g and u satisfy the assumptions of the proposition. We shall 
use systematically the notations f,,(u(t)) and V,(u(t)) with v = (h, g) as defined 
by (1.15) and (1.18) of [ 11. Furthermore, for brevity, we shall omit the argument 
u(t) in f,, and V, . Under the assumptions made on h and g, f,, E Y(lFP), V, E 
W(lW, W) and V, has compact support. 
It follows from (3.1) with a = 0 that: 
$11 xU(-t) u(t)l12 = 2 Im((x + 2itV)u, (X + SitV)f,) 
= 2 Im(xu, xf”) + 8t2 Im(Vu, Vf,,) 
+ 4t Re((xu, VfJ - 0% dv>) 
= 2 Im(xu, of) + 8t2 Im(H,u, fJ 
- 8t Re(Vu, xf,,v> - Ct(u, fv) (3.8) 
where we have used the fact that (u, fv) is real to express (Vu, Vf,,) in terms of 
Ho . 
Combining (3.8) with (3.7) of [l], and using the regularized differential 
equation, more precisely (3.3) of [l] with OL = 0, we obtain 
z d Ill xu(--t) u(t)l12 + 4t2 1 V, dxj 
= 4t f2 1 V, dx - 2 Re(Vu, xfy> - n(u, fv)/ + 2 Im(xu, xfy>. (3.9) 
By the definition off” , the last term in the r.h.s. of (3.9) is identical with the 
last term in the r.h.s. of (3.7). By the definitions of fv , V,, and W, the following 
identity holds: 
l gW(h * u(t)) dx = (n + 2) j V, dx - n(u, fv). (3.10) 
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Using (3.10) and the identity 
s x*VV”dx = -n V”dx I 
we rewrite the term linear in t in the r.h.s. of (3.9) as: 
4t ]j- gw(h * u(t)) dx + j- x * VV, dx - 2 Re(Vu, xQ/ . (3.11) 
We expand the middle term in (3.11) as follows: 
s 
x.VV,,dx = 
s 
(x . Vg) V(h c u(t)) dx 
+ / [xgf(h *Wl(h * V@(t)) dx. (3.12) 
The first term in (3.11) and the first term in the r.h.s. of (3.12) give the first two 
terms in the r.h.s. of (3.7). Finally the last term in the r.h.s. of (3.12) and the last 
term in (3.11) recombine to yield the third term in the r.h.s. of (3.7). 
The next step consists in taking the limit h + 6 in the previous identity (3.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3), let g E w’( Iw”, W) satisfy 0 < g < 1 
and have compact support. Let I be an interval of R, let t,, E I and u,, E Z and let 
u E 9(I) be a solution of the equation (2.16) of [l]. Then u E %(I, Z) and for all s 
and t E I, u satisJes the identity 
II xU(-t) U(t)l12 + 4t2 1 g@(t)) dx 
zzz II xU(-s) WI” + 4s2 j” gV(u(s)) dx 
+ j-” 47 dT /j- gW+)) dx + j- (x * Vg) V@(T)) de/. (3.13) 
s 
Proof. We recall that by proposition 3.4 of [l], u E %(I, HI). 
We first prove that u(t) E Z for all t E I and that u satisfies (3.13) for all s, t E I. 
For this it is sufficient to prove that for any compact subinterval II C I containing 
t,, , x-u(t) belongs to L2 for any t E II and u satisfies (3.13) for any s and t in II . 
For this it is enough to show that for any t, E II with u(tJ E .Z, there exists 
T > 0, possibly depending on I1 but independent of tl , such that for all 
t E [tl - T, t, + T] n I1 , xu(t) belongs to L2 and u satisfies (3.13) with s = t, . 
One will then apply this result with t, = t, + kT, k = 0, -&l, -&2,..., until one 
has covered I1 . 
Let therefore I1 be a compact subinterval of I, let tl E I1 , let 
P = SUP II w - 4 UWIIX 
s.t+ 
(3.14) 
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(p is finite by lemma 2.2 of [l]), and let T,,(p) be defined as in proposition 2.1 
of [l]. We take T = T,(p). Let 1s = I1 n [tl - To(p), t, + T,(p)] and let 
ur zz u(tr) E Z. For any h E Y satisfying (hl), let uh be the solution of the 
equation 
4&l , %) u = 9 
in X&). It follows from proposition 3.3 that for all t E I, , 
(3.15) 
+ 4t12 1 gV(h c h * ul) dx - 4t2 j gV(h * u&)) dx 
+ j-1 47 dT j- gW(h * Us) dx + 1: 47 d7 s (x . Vg) V(h * ~~(7)) dx 
+ i: 87 dT Re 1 [W) * vfWlkf(~ * 441 dx 
+ 1: dT 2 Im 1 [h * X%(dk..(h * %(+I dx. (3.16) 
We now pick a fixed function h, E Y satisfying (hl) and we define a sequence 
{h,}, j = 1, 2 ,..., by 
h,(x) = j”h,( jx). (3.17) 
Clearly hi E Y and hi satisfies (hl) for all j. Furthermore h, tends to 6 in the 
sense of definition 3.1 of [l] when j ---f co and by homogeneity, hi satisfies the 
following equality for all 4, 1 < 4 < co, and all K 2 0: 
11 I x Ile hj jlp = 11 / x IL h, lip. j-k+n-nlg. (3.18) 
We want to take h = h, and take the limit j + co in (3.16). For this purpose, we 
need to estimate the quantities // z+Js)II, 11 Vtih(s)[l and IIf(h * uh(s))l17 uniformly 
with respect to h in 9 satisfying (Al) an d uniformly with respect to s E I2 . We 
first recall that by proposition 2.1 of [I], uh E B(I, , 2~) uniformly in h. Therefore, 
by lemma 1.5 of [I] : 
(3.19) 
On the other hand, by proposition 3.3 of [l], for all s E I, , 
II %all = II h * u, II < II Ul II (3.20) 
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and 
II Vu,(W = II h * Vu, II2 + j gW * h * ~1) dx 
- 
s 
gV(h * uh(s)) dx 
by lemma 1.6 of [I]. 
(3.21) 
j=l 
We are now in a position to take h = hj and study the limit j -+ co in (3.16). 
From the definition of hi , from lemma 1.6 of [l] and proposition 3.1 of [l], and 
from lemma 1 .l, it follows immediately that the first five terms in the r.h.s. of 
(3.16) converge as j-+ co and that their sum tends to the limit 
S = II xU(-t,)u, II2 + 4tr2 1 gV(u,) dx 
- 4t2 j gV(u(t)) dx + It: 47 dT f gW(+)) dx 
+ 1: 47 dT f (x . Vg) V@(T)) dx. (3.22) 
We next show that the last two terms in the r.h.s. of (3.16) tend to zero as 
j + CO. The sixth term can be rewritten more explicitly as 
I t h 8~ dT Re j dx dy g(x)[f(h *44M4 
x h(x - Y)[(X - Y) ’ viIh(“> Y)l* (3.23) 
Using the inequalities of Schwarz and Young, we can estimate its absolute value 
by 
c 
Is t 1 7 1 dT 11 v%(T)// iif@ * uh(T))lli 11  X I h 11~ 1 
(3.24) 
t1 
with 
l/q = 1 - (1 - l )/?f. (3.25) 
The expression (3.24) with h = hj tends to zero when j+ 00 by (3.19, 21) and 
(3.18). 
The last term in the r.h.s. of (3.16) can be rewritten more explicitly as 
j” dT 2 Im j dx dy t&(T, x)(x2 - y2) h(x - y) 
t1 
x dY)wJ * %(T))l(Y)* (3.26) 
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Here we have replaced xs by x2 - ya. Because of assumptions (H3) and (hl), the 
term ya gives a real contribution to the space integral, and therefore does not 
contribute to (3.26). Using the identity x2 - y2 = (x - JJ)~ + 2~ . (x - JJ) and 
the inequalities of Schwarz and Young, we can estimate the absolute value of 
(3.26) by 
c 1 L; dT II ddl IIf@ * dd)lli {II x2h Ilp + II I x I h lip II I x I g llm> 1 (3.27) 
with Q defined by (3.25). Th e ex p ression (3.27) with h = hi tends to zero when 
j-t co by (3.19,20) and (3.18). 
Consequently, the following limit exists 
yJ$ II xv-4 %,(~)ll” = s (3.28) 
where S is defined by (3.22). 
From (3.20, 21,28) and (1.8), it follows that for fixed t E I, , the sequence 
vj = ~~$2) is bounded in Z. On the other hand, we recall that by proposition 3.1 
of [l], vi tends to u(t) in X whenj -+ co. We can now apply lemma A.2.1 of [l] 
to # := Z, 9 = X, {vi} as just defined and to the quadratic form q(v) = 
(1 xU(-t) a 112 and conclude that u(t) E Z and u(t) satisfies the inequality 
II q-q #I” < s. (3.29) 
By exchanging the role of t, and t in (3.29) we obtain the converse inequality, 
and therefore the equality (3.13) with s = tI . From this equality and proposi- 
tion 3.4 of [l], it follows that 11 U(-t) u(t)]l r is a continuous function of t. The 
strong continuity of U(-t) u(t) and therefore of u(t) itself in Z then follows 
from corollary A.2.1 of [l]. 
By a similar argument, we let now g tend to 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2,3). Let I be an interval of R, let t, E I 
and uO E C and let u E X(I) b e a solution of the equation (2.14) of [l]. Then 
u E V(I, 2) and for all s and t E I, u satisfies the identity 
/I xU(-t) u(t)l12 + 4t2 1 f+(t)) dx 
= I! xU(-s) u(s)ll” + 4s2 j- l+(s)) dx + 1” 47 dr 1 W(u(,)) dx. (3.30) 
.s 
Proof. The proof is almost identical with that of proposition 3.4. Let II , 
p, t, , ur and I2 be defined as in the latter, with however u being now the given 
solution of (2.14) of [l]. For any g E V&P, R) satisfying 0 <g < 1 and with 
compact support, let u, be the solution of the equation 
Jut1 , 4 v = v (3.31) 
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in X(1,). Then for all t ~1~ , u, satisfies the identity (3.13) with s = tl and u 
replaced by U, . 
Let us now pick a fixed functiong, E %P( IF?, R) such that 0 <g, < 1, gi(x) = 1 
for 1 x / < 1, gi(x) = 0 for / x 1 >, 2, and let us define a sequence (gj} by 
&(X> = &W)- 
Clearly gi --+ 1 pointwise everywhere when j + 00. Moreover 
Supp. Vg, C {x: j < I x 1 < 2j} 
and 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
II x . vgi I/m = II x * vg, !lm (<~I. (3.34) 
We now put g = gi in the relevant version of (3.13) mentioned above and take 
the limit j --t 00. The end of the proof of proposition 3.5 now runs parallel to 
that of proposition 3.4. The only non trivial point is to show that the term 
(x . Vg$) I+,,(T)) dx (3.35) 
tends to zero when j --f co. Now this term is bounded in absolute value by 
(3.36) 
after use of (3.33, 34). The expression (3.36) tends to zero when j+ co by 
lemma 1.6 of [I] and proposition 3.1. 
If we add assumption (H4), we obtain a stronger result and in particular a 
uniform estimate. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let f satisfy (HI, 2, 3,4), let t, E R and z& E 2. Then the 
unique solution of the equation (2.14) in Sb(R) belongs to U(W, Z) and satisjies the 
identity (3.30) and the estimate 
II xU(-t) w2 G II x&l II2 + (t2 + tc?) W(ll %I IIH’) (3.37) 
for some estimating function Ml . 
Proof. All statements but the .estimate (3.37) are an immediate consequence 
of theorem 3.1 of [l] and proposition 3.5. We now prove (3.3’7). It follows 
from (3.30) that 
II xU(-t> f&>l12 < II ~4 /I2 + (t2 + 4,%4 Sup II V(+lll + 2 Sup II W(v)lll) (3.38) 
2, 1) 
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where the Supremum is taken over all w E H1 such that ]I e, I/ = [I r&II and E(V) = 
E( U(t,) t&J. Now (3.37) is a consequence of (3.38), of the lemma 1.6 of [I], of 
lemma 1.1, of the Sobolev inequality (1.24) of [l] and of corollary 3.1 of [I]. 
4. A.SYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we exploit the pseudoconformal conservation law obtained in 
section 3 to study the asymptotic behaviour in time of the solutions of the 
equation (2.1). Th e main result is that for repulsive interactions, in the sense of 
assumption (H5), all the solutions of the equations (2.1) in F&“(R) are purely 
dispersive, namely they lie in ZO( W). This is the content of the second part of 
this section. The first part is devoted to the extension of the pseudoconformal 
conservation law to infinite times. As in section 2, we restrict our attention to the 
equation (2.14) without local regularization and without space cut off. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f satisfy (HI, 2, 3) with p, > 1 + 4/n. Let T E R, 
I= [T, oo), t,,El,zZ,,EZ and let UE%@) b e a solution of the equation (2.14). 
Then 
(1) u E %(I, Z). 
(2) Let u+ be &j&d as in proposition 2.1 (3). Then u+ E Z. 
(3) For aZZ t ~1, u(t) satisfies the relation 
11 xU(-t) u(t)lj2 + 4t2 1 V@(t)) dx = I/ x11+ /I2 - lW 47 d7 j- W@(T)) dx (4.1) 
where the integral in the last term is absolutely convergent. 
(4) U(-s) u(s) tends to iL+ strongly in 2 when s + co. 
Proof. Leto~%O(l)and~j=pj+1,j=1,2.Sincer,~~,~~2~~by 
assumption (H2), it follows from the definition of SO(r) by interpolation, that 
for all s E I 
II ml,, < I v lo, (1 + I s IF (4.2) 
where ci is defined by 11~~ = l/2 - (1 - q)/n. 
Combining the estimate (4.2) with the estimates (1.29) of [I] and (1.2), we 
obtain 
II w(~))ll, < c i I 59 1; (1 + I s lP-Pj)n’2 (4.3) 
i=l 
and 
11 W(o(s))ll, < c 2 j w 1; (1 + j s l)(l-+‘? (4.4) 
.f=l 
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In particular, the estimate (4.4) and the condition pa > p, > 1 + 4/n together 
imply that the integral in the last term of the r.h.s. of (4.1) converges absolutely. 
We now prove proposition 4.1 in two steps. 
First step. We first prove that if t, < 00, then u+ E 2 and for all t E I, u+ 
satisfies the inequality 
11 xu+ II2 < I/ xu(-t) u(t)l12 + 4t2 j P+(t)) dx + jty 47 d7 j W(u(,)) dx. (4.5) 
We already know from proposition 3.5 that u E %?(I, 2) and that for all s and 
t ~1, u satisfies the relation (3.30). W e now let s tend to infinity in (3.30). 
Since u E so(l) the estimate (4.3) and the condition p, 3 p, > 1 + 4/n 
together imply that 
s2 
s 
V@(s)) dx -+ 0 
when s -+ co. Therefore, the following limit exists for any t E I: 
p% II XV--s) WI" 
zcz /I xU(-t) u(t)112 + 4t2 j V@(t)) dx + s,a 47 dr j W(u(,)) dx. 
(4.6) 
(In particular the r.h.s. of (4.6) is independent of t). 
From (4.6) and proposition 2.5 (4) ( see especially (2.36)), it follows that 
U(-s) U(S) remains bounded in L’ when s + M). On the other hand, we recall 
from proposition 2.1 (4) that U(-s) U(S) -+ u+ in X when s -+ CCL We can now 
apply lemma A.2.1 of [l] with .YP = 2, ~‘8 = X, wi = U(-Sj) u(sJ for some 
sequence {sj} that tends to infinity, and n(v) = (1 xw II2 to conclude that U+ E .Z 
and that u+ satisfies the inequality (4.5) for all t ~1. 
Second step. We prove next that if t, = co, then for all t E I, u(t) E 2 and 
u(t) satisfies the inequality 
II xU(-t) WI” 
< I/ xu+ II2 - 4t2 j b’@(t)) dx - ky 47 dT j w@(T)) dx. (4.7) 
We recall that if t, = co, then u+ = C,, . By proposition 3,5, it is sufficient to 
prove the result for t sufficiently large. In particular, we can restrict our attention 
to the case where I = I(p), t 2 T = T,(p), with Tr(p) defined as in proposition 
2.2, and 
P 3 I UC.1 u+ 101. 
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Let now s E I (i.e. T&) < s < ~0) and let U, be the solution of the equation 
a(s, u+) e, = o in To(l) described in proposition 2.4. In particular, U,(S) = 
UN u+ * By proposition 3.5, we know that for all t E I, us(t) E Z and u, satisfies 
the relation 
= 11 xu+ 112 + 48 j- ~(U(+J,) dx + I’ 47 dr 1 W(z&) dx. (4.8) 
s 
We now take the limit s -+ co for fixed t E 1 in (4.8). By the last statement of 
proposition 2.2, us tends to u in %&I) w h en s + co. Therefore, by lemma 1.6 of 
[I], the second term in the 1.h.s. of (4.8) converges to 
4t2 
J‘ 
V(u( t)) dx. (4.9) 
Since U, E ,Z by assumption, U(.) u+ E Y,,(I) by corollary 1 .l . The estimate (4.3) 
and the condition p, > pr > 1 + 4/n then imply that the second term in the 
r.h.s. of (4.8) tends to zero when s -+ co. On the other hand, by proposition 2.2, 
u, E B&l, 2~) for all s ~1. It then follows from the estimate (4.4), from the fact 
that u, converges to u in s&I) and from lemma 1.1, by an application of the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to the 7 integration, that the last 
term in the r.h.s. of (4.8) converges to the absolutely convergent integral 
-Jc,, 47 d7 / W@(T)) dx. (4.10) 
Therefore the following limit exists: 
& II xv-t> %@)l12 
= I/ xu+ (I2 - 4t2 s l’&(t)) dx - sg 47 & j- H+(T)) dx. (4.11) 
t 
From (4.11) and the proof of proposition 2.5 (see especially (2.49)), it follows 
that for fixed t, us(t) remains bounded in Z when s -+ 03. On the other hand, we 
recall that by proposition 2.2, us(t) + u(t) in X when s + co. We can now apply 
lemma A.2.1 of [l] with x = 2, .c% = X, o, = u$j(t) for some sequence {sj} 
that tends to infinity and q(v) = I] xU( - t) w II2 to conclude that u(t) E .Z and that 
u(t) satisfies the inequality (4.7) for all t E I. 
We can now conclude the proof of proposition 4.1. From the previous two 
steps, it follows that for any to E 1, both u(t) E Z for all t E I and u+ E 2. Together 
with proposition 3.5, this implies parts (1) and (2). Furthermore, both inequalities 
(4.5) and (4.7) hold, so that also the equality (4.1) holds, thereby proving 
part (3). Finally, it follows from (4.1), (4.6) and (2.36) that 11 U(-s) u(s)llr 
tends to 11 u+ IJp when s -+ co. Part (4) is then an immediate consequence of 
corollary A.2.1 of [I]. 
We now collect the main results obtained thus far. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3,4) with p, > 1 + 4/n, let p > 0, 
let zi,, E Z and (tO , 22,) E K(p). Then 
(1) The equation (2.14) has a unique solution u E EO(iF!+) which can be 
uniquely continued to a solution in S,(R). This solution satisJes the estimate 
I u lmf < M2(ll cl llr) (4.12) 
for some estimating function M, . 
(2) u E qR, 2). 
(3) There exists u+ E Z such that U(-s) u(s) tends to u+ when s tends to 
in$nity (a) in the sense of propostion 2.2, part (4), (b) strongly in Z. If to = co, 
then II+ = 22,. 
(4) For all t E R, u(t) satisJies the equalities 
Ii u@)ll = II u+ II (2.34) 
w4~)) = II vu, /I2 (2.35) 
II xu(-t) @)l12 + 4t2 j W(t)) dx = II xu+ II2 - jtm 47 dT j W(U(T)) dx. (4.1) 
(5) For all t > 0, u(t) satis$es the estimate 
II v-t> #I, < &(I1 22,ll.r) (4.13) 
for some estimating function M3 . 
(6) The function Q(u) deJined by (2.16) belongs to %‘*(R+, Y,,(W)) and for all 
s > 0, CD(u) satisfis the estimate 
far some estimating function M4. 
Proof. All statements in the proposition are partial repetitions of or follow 
immediately from propositions 2.6 and 4.1, except for the estimates (4.12,13,14), 
which we now derive. We first notice that if (to , zi,,) E K(p) and zZ,, E ,Z then 
(to , z&) E K(p’) with p’ = Min(p, ii (1 Co IIz). Then the estimate (4.12) follows 
from the estimate (2.50) with 
M,(o) = Max{2&, (1 + T@u))~-~ aM,,(u)} (4.15) 
and the estimate (4.14) follows from (2.51) with 
M4(u) = c?u + P(clo, u). (4.16) 
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In order to prove (4.13), we first recall that 
II xu(-t) u(t)l12 + 4P j- V&(t)) dx 
= 11 &I 11’ + 4G? 1 V(U(t&,) dx + St: 47 dr j- H+(T)) dx. (4.17) 
Now it follows from the estimates (4.3,4) and from (4.12) that for all s 2 0 
II w(~NI < c i JG(ll %l llJ’(1 + I s l)(1-9’Jn’z (4.18) 
j=l 
and 
Similarly 
II WWll d c i J4(ll G3 IlP)T’(l + I s I)(l-D’)n’z. (4.19) 
j=l 
II WJt,)~,)lll < c f @ II $0 llJ’(1 + 4J(‘-“)n’z. (4.20) 
j=l 
Substituting (4.18, 19, 20) into (4.17) and using the assumption pa > p, > 1 + 
4/n, one obtains immediately the estimate 
II xwt) 4912 < WI cl II3 (4.21) 
for some estimating function 1M. The estimate (4.13) is now a consequence of 
(4.21) and (3.37, 38) of [l]. 
Remark 4.1. The assumption p, > 1 + 4/ n is used only in parts (2), (3), (4) 
and (5) of the proposition. In parts (1) and (6), it is sufficient to assume instead 
p, > 1 + (4 - 2+L 
In the remaining part of this section, we consider the case of repulsive inter- 
actions. In this case, all solutions of the equation are purely dispersive. More 
precisely: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3, 5), let t, E R, let z2, E LY and Zet u(t) 
be the solution of the equation (2.14) in %&JR) (see theorem 3.1 of [I]). Then 
(1) u E W(lw, 2). For all q such that 2 < q < 2n/(n - 2), andfor all s and 
t E U& u satisfies the estimate 
II w - S~II, G w + I t I~[II ww + ii 4w + -ww~ (4.22) 
where 7 is dejined by 1 /Q = l/2 - (1 - r])/ n and 5, is the constant that occurs in 
zenlmu 1.3. 
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(2) 24 E X,(R), Q(u) E V(R, Ye(R)) and 24 satisjies the estimate 
I @wcu.oa < 4 4~)112 + II WI” + -w(4w” 
< M5(ll 44lz:) 
(4.23) 
for some estimating function Mb (We recall that d = Max(ci, , a,)). 
Proof. We recall that (H5) implies (H4), so that theorem 3.1 of [l] applies 
to the present situation. We know already from proposition 3.6 that 
UE%yR, 2). 
From the condition W < 0 in assumption (H5), and from (3.30), it follows 
that the expression 
II xU(-s> 4s)l12 + 4s2 1 w(s)) dx 
is a decreasing function of ] s / for s > 0 or s < 0. In particular, since I’ is non- 
negative, this implies 
Ii W-4 WI < II 43ll (4.24) 
for all s E R. Now from lemma 1.3 it follows that for all s and t E R 
Part (1) of the proposition as well as the estimate (4.22) are now a consequence 
of (4.25), (4.24) of the conservation laws for the L2-norm and the energy, and of 
the positivity of V. 
Part (2) of the proposition follows immediately from part (1). 
If we add explicitly the assumption p, > 1 + 4/n which is closely related to 
and almost contained in assumption (H5) (see remark 1.2) we obtain more 
detailed information at infinite time, and some uniform estimates. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3, 5) with p, > 1 + 4/n. Let t, E R, 
u,, E 2 and let u be the solution of the equation (2.14) in EO( W) (see propositions 4.2 
and 4.3). Then u satis$es parts (2), (3) and (4) of proposition 4.2. Furthermore, the 
function Q(u) deJned by (2.16) belongs to %‘,(a, Y,(R)) and for all t E w u satis$es 
the estimates 
I u km <M,(ll cc, I13 (4.26) 
II q-4 wz <JG(ll co Il.4 (4.27) 
I rP(GLow a%<ll zio Ilr) (4.27) 
for some estimating functionsA& ,A?3 ,A?& , un@rmly with respect to t, E R. 
Proof. Because of propositions 4.2 and 4.3, it is sufficient to prove the 
estimates (4.26, 27, 28). Now (4.26) and (4.28) follow from (4.27) with t = 0 
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and from (4.23). We turn to the proof of (4.27). By corollary 3.1 of [l] and 
(4.24), it is sufficient to prove that 
II 4O)ll < WI 4 II,?) (4.29) 
for some estimating function M. Let p = a’ (1 rZ, II= (see corollary 1 .l) and let 
Ti(p) be defined as in proposition 2.2 (see (2.26)). If to >, Ti(p), then (to, z&J E 
K(p) and (4.30) is a special case of (4.13). The same argument holds for 
t, < -Tr(p). If I t,, 1 < Tr(p), then (4.29) follows from (3.37). This concludes 
the proof. 
5. CONTINUITY WITH RESPECT TO INITIAL DATA 
In this section we study the continuity of the solutions of the equation (2.14) 
with respect to the initial time and initial data. As in sections 2 and 4, we restrict 
our attention to the equation without local regularization and without space 
cut off. We shall make systematic use of the notation TX(p), I(p), K(p), K, @P(U) as 
defined respectively by (2.26) (2.30) (2.31), (2.32) (2.16). 
We begin with a local continuity property. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f satisfy (Hl ,2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n. Let p be any 
positive number, let t, E I(p), let J b e an interval containing I(p) and let ii,, and fi; 
be such that U( .) rZ, and U( -) iii belong to U,(J) and satisfy / U( .) E,, i,,, < p and 
I U(.) u’i IoJ < p. Let u und u’ be the solutions of the equation (2.14) and of the 
equation A(&, , zii) v = v in 3Y0(I) respectively, described in proposition 2.4. Then 
I @(4 - @Wm G 2 lPwl@cJ - [@wlkJl,J~ (5.1) 
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly in the same way as in lemma 4.1 of [l], 
using (2.22) (2.9) and (2.26). 
We next study the existence of solutions of the equation (2.14) and their 
continuity with respect to initial data for fixed initial time, in a neighborhood of 
a given solution. For this purpose we need the following preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f satisfy (HI, 2). F OY any p > 0 there exists T,(p) > 0 such 
that, for any t, E [w and for any 22, E 9” for which U(.) tiO E &(I, p), where I = 
[t,, - T,(p), t,, + T,(p)], the equation (2.14) has a unique solution in .5Y0(I). Further- 
more u belongs to &(I, 2~). 
Proof. The existence of a solution and its uniqueness in &,(I, 2~) are proved 
in the same way as proposition 2.1 of [l], using (2.10) and with T,(p) defined by: 
4C, Max(T,(p)‘O, T,(p)‘) i (2~)~j-l = 1. (5.2) 
j=l 
The uniqueness in %,,(I) is a consequence of proposition 2.2 of [l]. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 2~)/n. Let I be a 
bounded interval, let J be an interval, I C J C R. Let t, E I, let Zz, E 9” be such that 
U( .) C,, E Y,,(J) and let u E Z,,(I) be solution of the equation (2.14). Let 
p 2 2 i @(u)i,,o,T let T,(p) be defined as in (5.2) and let N be an integer, 
N 2 j I 1 T&-l where / I 1 is the length of I. 
Then for all zZA E 9’ such that U( .) tih E Y,(J) and such that 
1 U(.)(zl, - iq)lOJ < p2-(N+l) (5.3) 
the equation (2.14) has a (unique) solution in X,(I) and this solution satisfies the 
estimates 
I @Wr,w G P (5.4) 
I @(4 - @(~‘)lr.oJ < zN I U(.)& - aloJ (5.5) 
Proof. The proof is a repetition of those of lemma 4.1 of [l] and proposition 
4.1 of [ 11, with obvious changes: Yt( J) is replaced by Y,,(J), T,(p) by T,(p) and 
the estimates (2.8,9) of [l] by the estimate (2.10). 
We are now in a position to study the continuity of the solutions of the 
equation (2.14) with respect to the pair (t, , G ,, ) consisting of the initial time and 
the initial data. The relevant sets of (to , z&J and their topology can be described 
as follows. 
Let J be any interval of R, and let d be the map v -+ v(0) from Ys( J) to .40’. 
Here v(0) is defined by v(0) = U(-s) v(s) f or some (any) s E J and belongs to 
Y’ by the known properties of U(.). Th is map is one to one and the inverse map 
is defined by 
a-l(q)) = U(.) v. . (5.6) 
Let now I and J be two intervals of R, IC J. We shall take (to, 4) in 1 x 
&( Y,( J)) for some pair I, J with the product topology of 1 and of the topology 
image under & of that of Y,(J). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n. Let I be a 
closed interval of R, and J an interva2, I C J C R. Let (to , ziO) E f x 8( Y,( J)). Let 
u E E,,(I) be soktion of the equation (2.14) and let Q(u) be defined by (2.16). (ule 
already know that Q(u) E Vb(r, YO(J))). Then there exists a nezihborhood 9 of 
(to , a,,) in f x C( Y,,( J)) such that for all (th , z$,) E 4, the equation a(th , ti;) v = v 
has a (unique) solution u’ in E‘,(I). Furthermore, the map (t,‘, z$,) -+ @(u’) is con- 
tinuous from 4 to U,(.& Y,(J)). 
Proof. We shall give the proof in the case where I = [T, co). The other 
cases can be treated similarly. 
The proof proceeds in two steps. 
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First step. One first proves that under the assumptions of the proposition, 
there exists a neighborhood Q of (to , z&J such that the equation a(ti , 6;) z1 = v 
has a (unique) solution U’ in %,,(l> and that @(u’) tends to D(U) in gb(j, YO(J)) 
when (t; , Ji) tends to (to , zia). 
Let P 3 2 I Wh,oJ and let T,(p) and Ta(p) be defined by (2.26) and (5.2) 
respectively. It follows from (2.17) and from (2.9, 10) that u satisfies the estimates 
lP(W) - P(41(~)l0J < (P/4)[(1 + 9/u + ~dP14N1y' (5.7) 
for all t > T,(p/4) and 
I[QWl(tJ - [W41W10~ G (p/4)11 t2 - tl lPh/W (5.8) 
for all t, , t, E 1 such that 1 t, - t, 1 < T&/4). (We recall that ?I = 2 - E - 
(1 - Pl) 42 < 0). 
If T 3 T1(p) the continuity properties follow easily from lemma 5.1 and from 
(5.8). We concentrate therefore on the case where T < T,(p). Let N be an 
integer, N > (T&) - T)/T,(p). It is convenient to treat separately the case 
where t, is infinite and the case where t, is finite. 
Let first t, = co. We define a neighborhood %r of (co, z&J as the set of those 
(ti , fii) such that 
1 + t; 3 2(N+1)““1’(l + T&J/~)) (5.9 
I U(*)(i& - zz&J < p2-(N+3). (5.10) 
It follows from (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10) that, for any (th , zZ~) E S1 
1 U(* - t;) u(tA) - q.>a; jOJ < p2-(N+2! (5.11) 
By the definition of p this implies 
We can therefore apply lemma 5.1 with t, replaced by t6 to conclude the existence 
of a solution u’ of the equation d(tL , z$) v = ZJ in So&)). This solution satisfies 
the estimate 
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We can now apply proposition 5.1 with to replaced by T,(p) and I replaced by 
[T, T,(p)] to obtain the existence of U’ c %,,( [ T, 00)) and the estimate 
G 2N+1(l U(.>& - ~;)loJ + (P,4)[(1 + 4x1 + T,(fj4))1y’3 (5.14) 
which proves continuity at (00, tie). 
We now turn to the case where t, is finite. We define @s as the set of those 
(ti , CA) such that 
) ti - t, i < 2-(N+1)M’s(p/4) (5.15) 
/ U(.)& - z&J < p2--(N+3) (5.16) 
It follows from (5.8), (5.15) and (5.16) that for any (t;, 5;) E %!a, (5.11) and 
(5.12) hold. The end of the proof for t, finite is almost identical with that for 
t, = co. One applies successively lemma 5.1 and proposition 5.1, in that order 
if t; 2 T,(p) and in reverse order if ti < Z’,(p), to conclude the existence of 
u’ E ZO(l) and the estimate 
G 2(N+1){I U(-)(%I - %)lOJ + (P,‘4)[1 t, - t; l/~,(p,i4)1’) (5.17) 
which proves continuity at (to , zi,,). 
Second step. One proves the continuity of the map (ti , 22;) -+ @(u’) from 
4?& or @a to %,(I, Y,(J)) by repeating the previous proof with u replaced by u’. 
Remark 5.1. If in proposition 5.2 one adds the assumptions that f satisfies 
(H3) and p, > 1 + 4/ 11, one can prove that for fixed t E I, the map (t; ,223 --f 
u’(t) is continuous from 4 n (I x C) (equipped with the natural topology of 
I x Z) into .Z (equipped with its natural topology). The proof follows from 
corollary A.2.1 of [l]. 
So far, we have studied the continuity of the solutions of the equation (2.14) 
in a neighborhood of a given solution, making on f only assumptions (H 1,2) and 
Pl >, 1 + (4 - 2 )I E 12. If in addition one assumes (H3) and (H4) or (H5), one 
can strengthen the previous results and obtain some uniformity in the continuity. 
There is some choice in the assumptions made on f and in the corresponding 
uniformity properties. The following two propositions are typical of what can be 
obtained. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3,4) with p, >, 1 + (4 - 2~)jn and 
let J = [T, co), J3 BBf. F or any (to , f&J E K n (R+ x I+), let u E %o((w+) be the 
solution of the equation (2.14) de scribed in proposition 2.6 and let G(u) be defined by 
(2.16). Then the mup (to, Zz,) - @J(U) is continuous from K n (a+ x HI) equipped 
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with the topology induced by the product topology of A+ and of Y,(J) into 
‘Xr,(R+, Y,(J)) equipped with its natural Banach space topology. The continurty is 
uniform for (to , C,,) E (JD*(p K(p’) with J;xed p and fm Co in a bounded set of I-P. 
Proof. In exactly the same way as in the proof of proposition 5.2 one obtains 
estimates similar to (5.14) and (5.17). The uniformity follows now from (2.51). 
Remark 5.2. If in proposition 5.3 we restrict our attention to G,, E i;( Y,,( R)), 
then the continuity properties still hold with J replaced by R. In this case, 
uniformity still holds if one requires in addition that z& stay in a bounded set of 
~(YOW)~ 
This situation occurs in particular if we restrict our attention to the case 
where zia E Z: Then uniformity holds for (t,, , zi,,) E (J,,,<,, K(p’) for a fixed p and 
z&, in a bounded set of .Z. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3, 5) with p, > 1 + 4/n. For any 
(to , C,,) E R x Z, let u E %o((w) be the solution of the equation (2.14) described in 
theorem 4.1 and let Q(u) be dejned by (2.16). Then the map (t,, , ti,,) -+ CD(U) is 
continuous from R x .Z equipped with the topology induced by the product topology 
of R and Ye( rW) into %‘& Y,( [w)) equipped with its natural Banach space topology. 
The continuity is unsform in (t,, , C,,) for ii,, in a bounded set of Z. 
Proof. In exactly the same way as in the proof of proposition 5.2 one obtains 
estimates similar to (5.14) and (5.17). Th e uniformity follows now from (4.28). 
6. WAVE OPERATORS AND ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS 
In this section, we state the implications of the results of sections 4 and 5 to the 
theory of scattering for the pair of equations (0.1) and (0.2). 
We recall that the wave operator Q, is defined as the map u+ -+ u(0) where 
u(t) is the solution of the equation 
iqco, u+) w = w. (6.1) 
The wave operator Sz- is defined similarly, from the solution of the Cauchy 
problem with initial time -00. We concentrate our attention on Q, . 
We denote by 2, the space 
2, = IT n G( Y,( W+>) (6.2) 
where 6 is defined by O(s) = o(O) (S ee section 5, esp. (5.6)). 2, is a Banach 
space with the norm 
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We recall that for any interval J = [T, co) with T E R, Z+ can also be defined as 
2, = II1 n iz(Y,(J)) (6.4) 
(see remark 2.3). For any such interval J, Y,(J) induces a norm and a topology 
on Z+ through the map & 
We can now state our results. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3,4) with p, > 1 + (4 - 26)/n. Then 
Q+: u+ + u(O) maps Z+ into itself and is bounded on the bounded sets of Z+ . For 
any J = [T, co), T E R, J > R+, Q+ is continuous in the sense of the topology 
induced on Z+ by Y,(J) uniformly on the bounded sets of Z+ . 
Proof. By proposition 2.6, Q+ is well defined on Z+ , maps Z+ into itself and 
is bounded on the bounded sets of Z+ . The continuity of Q, with uniformity 
on the bounded sets of Z+ follows from proposition 5.3. 
Under slightly stronger assumptions, the natural space where to define Q, 
turns out to be Z. We recall that Z C Z+ and Z C G( Ys( R)). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2, 3,4) with p, > 1 + 4/n. Then Sz,: 
u+ --f u(O) maps Z into Z and is bounded on the bounded sets of z. Q+ is continuous 
in the sense of the topology induced on Z by Yo( R), unaformly on the bounded sets of Z. 
In addition, Sz, is continuous from Z to Z (in the sense of the natural topology of Z). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from proposition 4.2, proposition 5.3, 
and remarks 5.2 and 5.1. 
For repulsive interactions, the results of section 4 imply in addition asymptotic 
completeness. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f satisfy (Hl, 2,3,5) with p, > 1 + 4/n. Then Q+ is a 
bijection of Z onto itself. Both Q, and In;’ are bounded on the bounded sets of Z and 
are continuous in the sense of the topology induced on 2 by Y,(W) uniformly on the 
bounded sets of z. In addition 9, and S;’ are continuomsom Z to Z (in the sense 
of the natural topology of Z). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from theorem 4.1, proposition 5.4, and 
remark 5.1. 
Under the assumptions of theorem 6.1, one can define the S-matrix as the map 
S = sZ;a 0 Q- . S is then a bijection of Z onto itself and possesses the same 
boundedness and continuity properties as stated in theorem 6.1 for Q+ and Sz;‘. 
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